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ABSTRACT Cloud forensics is an intelligent evolution of digital forensics that defends against cyber-crimes.

However, centralized evidence collection and preservation minimizes the reliability of digital evidence.

To resolve this severe problem, this paper proposes a novel digital forensic architecture using fast-growing

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Blockchain technology for Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)

cloud. In this proposed forensic architecture, the evidence is collected and preserved in the blockchain that is

distributed among multiple peers. To protect the system from unauthorized users, Secure Ring Verification

based Authentication (SRVA) scheme is proposed. To strengthen the cloud environment, secret keys are

generated optimally by using Harmony Search Optimization (HSO) algorithm. All data are encrypted based

on the sensitivity level and stored in the cloud server. For encryption, Sensitivity Aware Deep Elliptic Curve

Cryptography (SA-DECC) algorithm is presented. For every data stored in the cloud, a block is created in the

SDN controller and the history of data is recorded as metadata. In each block, the Merkle hash tree is built

by using Secure Hashing Algorithm-3 (SHA-3). Our system allows users to trace their data by deploying

Fuzzy based Smart Contracts (FCS). Finally, evidence analysis is enabled by constructing Logical Graph of

Evidence (LGoE) collected from the blockchain. Experiments are conducted in an integrated environment

of java (for cloud and blockchain) and network simulator-3.26 (for SDN). The extensive analysis shows that

proposed forensic architecture shows promising results in Response time, Evidence insertion time, Evidence

verification time, Communication overhead, Hash computation time, Key generation time, Encryption time,

Decryption time and total change rate.

INDEX TERMS Software-defined networking, blockchain, evidence collection, cloud forensics, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this high-tech era, an increase in demands of cloud

infrastructure among industries, governments, and individu-

als results in a lack of security. With the cloud environment,

private data of everyone becomes vulnerable against cyber-

attacks [1]. According to the National Institute of Standards

and Technology (NIST) [2], digital forensics is an applied

study to identify an incident, collection, and examination of

evidence data. Likewise, cloud forensics is defined as the

application of digital forensic science in the cloud computing

environment [3]. Reliable evidence collection in the cloud

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Luis Javier Garcia Villalba .

environment is done by CURE, which is a cloud foren-

sic architecture [4]. Security aspects focused by CURE are

time heartbeat, anti-forging mechanisms, and key manage-

ment. Forensic architecture is proposed for Software-defined

Networking (SDN) based Internet of Things (IoT) using

blockchain [5]. Here linear homomorphic encryption scheme

is adapted in the blockchain. Evidential data collection is

also carried out in Software Defined Networking (SDN)

platform [6].

The digital evidence collected and preserved by OpenFlow

switches in which additional forensic tools are adapted for

forensic analysis [7]. A provenance-aware data monitoring

system (PDMS) is introduced and build upon the exist-

ing provenance tracking framework [8]. In the IaaS cloud,
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Mchain that is the blockchain-based integrity management

method is proposed [9]. Thus many research efforts have

been held on the SDN cloud environment using blockchain

technology. In this work, we use blockchain technology for

digital forensics in the cloud environment.

A. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE ON BLOCKCHAIN FOR

DIGITAL FORENSICS

However, in centralized forensic architecture, data integrity

is a significant issue to be addressed. In order to cope with

this specific issue, blockchain and smart contracts will be a

better solution [10], [11]. Blockchain is the tamper-resistant

timestamp based distributed ledger that often adapted for

sharing and storing data [12]–[14]. The fundamental elements

of blockchain are listed as follows:

• Decentralization: In blockchain architecture, the control

is distributed among peers in the chain instead of given

under a centralized authority. In the chain, each node is

free to join or leave the blockchain network.

• Collective verification: All transactions made on

blockchain are publicly verifiable, i.e., each transaction

is verified by all other nodes in the chain. Further,

it also provides tamper assistance, which means the

data recorded in the blockchain cannot be modified or

deleted.

• Security and integrity: All transactions are verified and

stored in blocks under strong cryptographic functions.

The involvement of digital signature preserves data

security and integrity.

The general architecture of Blockchain is illustrated

in Fig. 1. Each block contains a list of transactions and a hash

value of its own and previous block along with a timestamp.

FIGURE 1. Blockchain structure.

To ensure tamper-proof records, a blockchain-based data

provenance scheme known as ProvChain is introduced [15],

which is the primary motivation behind our work. A privacy-

preserving model for secure data storage is proposed using

blockchain [16]. Blockchain-based forensic architecture is

also utilized for vehicular network environment [17] to

analyze the cases regarding accidents. In SDN, blockchain

and smart contract are used to distributed denial-of-service

(DDoS) attack detection and mitigation [18]. In addition,

blockchain has been used in many IoT applications such as

agricultural [19], industries [20], electronic voting [21], and

smart grid applications [22].

B. MOTIVATION

User authentication is the foremost process of cloud forensic

to ensure high-level security [23]. Here the significant aim

is to prevent evidence from unauthorized users. For effec-

tual authentication, email verification and one-time password

(OTP) are utilized. Perhaps blockchain-based cloud forensic

architecture is secure; there is also strong authentication is

required for evidence provenance [24]. Elliptic Curve Cryp-

tography (ECC) algorithm works better in terms of encryp-

tion time and key size. However, the efficiency of the ECC

algorithm depends upon the initial key generation process.

Inappropriate key generation impacts the security level pro-

vided by the ECC algorithm. Thus homomorphic compu-

tations based signature scheme is proposed for blockchain

applications to improve the security level [25]. Strengths,

weakness, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis was

conducted on current forensic networks in the cloud [26].

The analysis concludes that a robust forensic system is

required in the cloud environment. Forensic analysis in IoT

devices [27] and cloud [28] was also performed for evidence

identification. In the blockchain, the smart contracts are an

autonomous entity that automatically executes under some

conditions. Data provenance is another challenging issue in

the cloud environment [29]. Data provenance is defined as

the source or the historical information of the data which

is stored in cloud infrastructure. In digital forensics, data

provenance plays a pivotal role. Data provenance clearly state

the valuable information of an object (data) including when

the data is accessed, who accessed the data, and how it was

changed [30].

Therefore the primary motivation of this research is to

design digital forensics architecture with the use of SDN and

blockchain technology in the cloud environment. Further-

more, we also intend to adopt a strong authentication scheme,

digital signature algorithm, and smart contracts for evidence

collection and provenance.

C. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

In this paper, we made the following contributions to include

additional knowledge to the digital forensics.
• Digital forensic architecture is designed for evidence

collection,analysis, and provenance in the Infrastructure-

as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud environment. For evidence

collection, blockchain and SDN technologies are

utilized.

• Evidence and the data are protected from unauthorized

users by using Secure Ring Verification based Authen-

tication (SRVA) scheme driven by an authentication

server (AS). The involvement of the SRVA scheme

allows users who have successfully completed the
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secure verification process through circular theorem and

secret key (SK).

• Sensitivity Aware Deep Elliptic Curve Cryptography

(SA-DECC) algorithm is proposed for encryption and

digital signature generation. To generate strong secret

keys, Harmony Search Optimization (HSO) algorithm

is utilized for key generation in SA-DECC. The main

contribution of the SA-DECC algorithm is that the pro-

posed algorithm is adaptive based on the sensitivity level

of data.

• For each data stored in the cloud server, a block is

created by the SDN controller and distributed over the

blockchain network. For more security, Secure Hashing

Algorithm-3 (SHA-3) is proposed for has computations

in the blockchain. Data provenance is maintained by

using Fuzzy based Smart Contracts (FSC) to track the

activities of data throughout its lifecycle.

• In the forensic system, the investigator performs

evidence identification, evidence collection, evidence

analysis, and report generation. Evidence collection is

supported by the SDN controller and analyzed by the

investigator with the support of the Logical Graph of

Evidence (LGoE) analysis method.

• Proposed research work preserves the chain of custody

(CoC), proof of ownership (PoO) and evidence integrity

to improve the reliability of evidence collection.

D. ORGANIZATION

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II

reviews previous research works held on cloud forensics to

identify the research gap. In section III, the major problems

discovered from existingworks are highlighted. In Section IV,

proposed digital forensic architecture is detailed with nec-

essary algorithms. In section V, we evaluate our proposed

forensic architecture with previous research work based on

experimental findings. In section VI, our contributions are

concluded.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we survey significant research works held on

digital forensics in the cloud environment. In the past few

years, many researchers have focused on digital forensics

and blockchain technology to ensure security against cyber-

attacks in the cloud environment.

Evidence collection in cloud forensic was concentrated

in [31]. This article was attempted to mitigate the issues in

evidence collection under the cloud service provider (CSP)

control. To do this, all evidence was collected outside of

CSP, i.e., forensic monitoring plane. In monitoring plane,

a forensic server is deployed to collect and preserve all

evidence. Perhaps, all evidence is protected from untrusted

CSP; maintaining evidence at a single forensic server leads

to a single point of failure. Thus attacker only needs to

affect forensic server to alter and delete the evidence. Secure-

Logging-as-a-Service (SecLaaS) model was presented to

build cloud forensics architecture [32]. The SecLaaS was

attempted to collect various logs without loss in integrity. For

integrity preservation, hash chain scheme was employed and

also proofs of past logs were published to cloud providers

periodically. Log collection in a centralized manner increases

the vulnerability of logs. To resolve the issue of dependency

on CSP, the forensic acquisition and analysis system (FAAS)

model was presented [33]. FAAS was an agent-assisted

system in which all recorded evidence was controlled by

agent coordinator and agent manager. FAAS fails to preserve

data provenance which is the significant element of forensics.

In addition, the involvement of various agents increases the

complexity of the system.

A log aggregation model with the following processes: log

extraction from the client-side, log acquisition fromCSP side,

log indexing, log normalization, log correlation, log sequenc-

ing, and presentation was proposed for digital forensic archi-

tecture [34]. All collected logs were stored in an evidentiary

log repository for further analysis. However, the log reposi-

tory is a centralized database that can be easily compromised

by attackers. Security information and event management

(SIEM) framework were designed for cloud forensics [35].

Here all evidence was distributed among instead of stored in

CSP. For further security, Rivest Shamir and Adelman (RSA)

encryption algorithm was utilized. All evidence is shared

among users who are unauthenticated. This method increases

the involvement of unauthorized users and the evidence may

be shared with them too. Cloud forensic architecture was

implemented with SDN controlled network as Forensic Con-

troller (ForCon) [36]. The network environment was moni-

tored and the evidence was collected by dislocated agents.

Here again, evidence integrity, use of agents are major issues

to be concentrated. A fuzzy-based data mining approach was

introduced for forensic acquisition [37]. This fuzzy-based

expert system was proposed for forensic monitoring, anal-

ysis, and evidence generation for cloud logs. All evidence

was stored under the control of CSP. However, in the cloud

environment, CSP could not be fully trusted, which decreases

the reliability of evidence.

An adaptive evidence collection mechanism was proposed

to handle dynamic configuration of cloud architecture [38].

To make evidence collection as adaptive, three different sce-

narios such as vulnerable database, security breaches, and

cloud configuration are considered. Based on these configu-

rations, the evidence collection process is adaptively updated.

Perhaps this method is adaptive; this method is not able to

provide data provenance and evidence integrity. The smart

contracts based access control mechanism was introduced to

track the behavior of data [39]. For this purpose, the user

layer, data query layer, data structuring provenance layer, and

existing database infrastructure layer were included in the

architecture. The Smart contract, authenticator, processing,

smart contract permissioned database, blockchain network,

and consensus nodes were included in the data structur-

ing layer and provenance layer. In this method, latency is

increased with an increase in the number of users due to large

tuple size and processing time.
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Fromour critical survey, themajor research challenge iden-

tified is centralized evidence collection and analysis for cloud

forensics. Furthermore, the majority of the researchers have

concentrated only on evidence collection and fail to ensure

integrity for collected evidence. Thus centralized forensic

architecture, data provenance, and evidence integrity preser-

vation are still major issues in cloud forensics.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Cloud Forensics log (CFLOG) framework was introduced for

secure log collection under the control of CSP [40]. Perhaps,

the logs are authenticated before collection; CFLOG fails to

maintain the integrity of logs. CSP controls all logs which

are not trustworthy to maintain the reliability of logs. The

centralized framework is vulnerable to many security threats

since the attacker only needs to compromise a single entity,

i.e. CSP.

Fog enabled SDN architecture was introduced in the cloud

environment to provide security in a distributed manner [41].

In both fog and cloud layer, blockchain is maintained and

each request was processed in both layers. Thus the pro-

cessing and response time are literally large in this system.

Without effectual authentication, unauthorized users are also

allowed into the system, which increases the vulnerability of

the system. In an efficient and secure data provenance scheme

(ESP), all users were authenticated based on ID and secu-

rity was ensured by blockchain technology [42]. However,

the considered authenticated credentials (ID and password)

are easily cracked by attackers and not sufficient for strong

authentication. For security, timestamp verification is used,

which could be not accurate in the blockchain system.

The block-secure method was introduced for secure cloud

storage and involved with ECC based signature scheme,

SHA-2562 based integrity verification [43]. Here SHA-256 is

poor in security but rich in time consumption, i.e., use of

SHA-256 algorithm twice increases time consumption to

attain reasonable security level [44]. In addition, ECC based

signature generation fully depends upon the prime number

generation, which makes it not suitable to provide high-level

security.

In this section, we highlighted the following problems,

• Centralized evidence collection and preservation

• Lack of integrity and security

• Unauthorized user access

• Issues in the hash generation and digital signature gen-

eration

All aforesaid problems are considered and resolved in our

proposed cloud forensic architecture.

IV. PROPOSED CLOUD-FORENSIC USING BLOCKCHAIN

In this section, proposed forensic architecture termed as

DFeSB is elaborated with necessary algorithms. Proposed

cloud forensic utilizes SDN and blockchain technology for

evidence collection and analysis.

A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The major objective of this research work is to collect reli-

able evidence from the cloud environment and to preserve

data provenance for cloud data. The overall forensic system

encompasses the following entities:

1) CLOUD USERS (U)

In our system ‘m’ number of cloud users (U1,U2, ..,Um) are

participated. Cloud users are allowed to upload and download

data from the cloud server.

2) AUTHENTICATION SERVER (AS)

Initially, all cloud users are registered with AS in order to

avoid unauthorized user access. Major responsibilities of AS

is key generation and authentication.

3) CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER (CSP)

All data outsourced by cloud users are stored in cloud servers

hosted by CSP. Blockchain is created for each data stored

under CSP.

4) OPENFLOW SWITCHES (OFSs)

In this researchwork, SDN is utilized to collect evidence from

CSP. Thus we have used multiple OFSs to forward users data

to CSP. The major responsibility of OFSs is to transmit users

data based on flow rules deployed by the controller. Flow

rules are deployed and modified by the SDN controller only.

5) SDN CONTROLLER (SDN − C)

SDN controller is responsible for deploying flow rules

according to the network status and for collecting all evidence

from CSP. In SDN-C, blockchain is maintained for evidence

collection and for each data stored in CSP, a block is created

at CSP.

The overall system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The major objective of our forensics architecture is to collect

reliable evidence from CSP and to preserve data provenance.

Initially, we establish an effectual authentication scheme to

protect the system from unauthorized users. Data stored under

CSP are encrypted based on the sensitivity level to preserve

security in the cloud environment. Decentralized evidence

collection was proposed based on blockchain technology.

In order to track data history and to preserve data provenance,

smart contracts are deployed. For efficient evidence analysis,

the graph-based analysis method is proposed.

B. USER AUTHENTICATION

At first, all cloud users are registered with AS. The user

credentials considered during registration are user ID (ID)

and password (PW ). For each registered U , AS generates a

secret key (SK ) using the HSO algorithm. Then all users are

authenticated at each time using ID, PW , SK , and secret code

(SC) that are generated by the circular theorem.
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FIGURE 2. The proposed digital forensic DFeSB architecture.

1) KEY GENERATION BY HSO ALGORITHM

HSO is a recently developed meta-heuristic algorithm that

follows the music improvisation process performed by musi-

cians to obtain improved harmony [45], [46]. It has been

applied in a variety of fields. In this research, the HSO algo-

rithm is utilized for the cryptography key generation process.

In general, the equation of ECC is given as,

y2 = x3 + ax + b (1)

where (x, y) represents the point on the curve and a, b repre-

sents the values that define the curve.

On this curve, the base point ‘P’ is selected and the random

number ‘Pr(SK )’ is selected within the specified range. Then

the public key is generated as follows,

Pu (SK ) = Pr(SK ) × P (2)

Here, we can see that the private key (Pr(SK )) is generated

randomly, which can be easily cracked by attackers. In order

to improve the key generation process, the HSO algorithm is

utilized. In the HSO algorithm, all possible random numbers

within the range of [1,R] are initialized as harmony mem-

ory (HM ) that contains harmony vectors where R represents

the maximum limit for random numbers.

Then each harmony vector is evaluated based on fitness

function f (x) which is obtained by the run test as follows [39],

f (x) = a− µa
/

σa
(3)

where a = number of runs, µa = mean, and σa = variance.

Here the run test is adapted for fitness evaluation in order

to determine the randomness of the solution. As stated earlier,

the strength of the secret key depends upon the random num-

ber selected. The random number with high randomness will

improve the strength of the generated key. Thus each random

number is evaluated based on randomness. The worst vector

(xworst ) is determined based on fitness value.

Then the new solutions are generated based on the harmony

memory consideration rate (HMCR) and pitch adjustment

rate (PAR). For memory consideration step, a random number

r1 is selected within [0, 1]. If r1 < HMCR, then the new

harmony vector is produced as follows,

xnewij = xij, xij ∈ {x1j, x2j, .., xHMSj} (4)
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whereHMSj represents harmonymemory size. The variables,

i.e., new solutions obtained by Eq. (4) is further examined by

PAR based on random number r2 which is selected within

[0, 1]. New solutions based on PAR are generated as follows,

xnewij = xij ± r2.BW (5)

Here BW is the bandwidth factor that controls the local

search around the new vector. Then the generated new vectors

are evaluated based on f (x) and compared with xworst . Here

xworst defines the solution with lower f (x) in the previous

iteration. If (xnew < xworst ), then HM is updated as follows,

xworst = xnew (6)

Over iteration, a vector with better f (x) is selected by the

HSO algorithm, and it is assigned toPr(SK ). Determining the

generated secret key is hard for attackers since the random

number is chosen more optimally by the HSO algorithm.

2) AUTHENTICATION BY SRVA SCHEME

For all registered users, AS generates secret key and origin

points. Origin points are (Ox ,Oy) coordinates of a circle that

is different for each user. At AS, for each user corresponding

credentials {ID,PW , SC} are stored. At each time of authen-

tication, all credentials are verified. The secret code generated

by AS is random for each user, which is difficult for an

attacker to guess the code. A circle is defined by following

the equation,

(Ax − Ox)
2 + (By − Oy)

2 = R2 (7)

By using origin points, each user generates SC that is

composed of (Ax ,By). The user selects a SC that satisfies

the equation of the circle in order to complete authentication

successfully. When a user needs to access the cloud, the user

must submit all credentials along with timestamp (TS ).

In algorithm.1, the process of SVRA based authentication

is explained. A user who provides valid credentials can com-

plete authentication successfully. Considering SC along with

TS improve the security level of the SVRA scheme. Since

the SC is varied with time, the attacker is not able to crack

the SC . Even if the attacker cracks SC at a time, the attacker

is not able to use that SC for the next authentication without

knowing origin points.

C. SENSITIVE AWARE DATA ENCRYPTION

In the proposed forensic system, the users who have com-

pleted the authentication process successfully are allowed

to access the cloud environment. In the cloud environment,

users store their data in the form of ciphertext with the digital

signature. Here sensitivity level of data is decided by users.

For example, confidential data such as bank details, identity

details are often known as sensitive data and other data such

as funny videos, movies are non-sensitive data. As stated in

the previous subsection, secret keys are generated with the

HSO algorithm. By using generated strong secret key, data

is converted into ciphertext in SA-DECC algorithm. In the

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for SRVA Based Authentication

Input: User credentials

Output: Authentication status

1. Begin

2. For ∀U //Registration

3. Register ID,PW → AS

4. AS generates SK using HSO

5. AS provides SKs,OriginPoints → U

6. End for //Registration is completed

7. If Ui needs to access cloud //Authentication

8. Compute SC using Eq. (7)

9. Ui submits IDi,PWi, SC,TS → AS

10. AS verifies credentials

11. If (Credentials are true)

12. Ui = AUthorizeduser

13. Else

14. Ui = Unauthorizeduser

15. End if

16. Else

17. End process

18. End if

19. End

SA-DECC algorithm, the ECC algorithm is combined with

deep structure. Deep learning is a fast-forwarding method

that is incorporated for the encryption and decryption process

through multiple hidden layers [47]. In the DECC algorithm,

data to be encrypted and Pu(SK ) are initialized in the input

layer and the encryption process is taken place at hidden

layers.

However, SA-DECC is sensitivity aware, and it performs

the following processes for data encryption.

Algorithm 2, explains the overall process of SA-DECC

algorithm using the strong secret key. The illustration of the

proposed SA-DECC algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. Proposed SA-DECC based encryption.

Likewise, when data has decrypted, the ciphertext initial-

ized at the input layer and the original text is obtained at the
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for SA-DECC

Input: Data and Public Key

Output: Ciphertext

1. Initialize data (d) and public key (Pu(SK ))

2. If (d = Sensitive)

3. Divide d → d1, d2
4. For d1
5. Compute ciphertext 1(c1) as,

6. c1 = d1 ⊕ d2
7. End for

8. For d2
9. Initialize Pu(SK ), d2 at input layer

10. Compute ciphertext 2 (c2) in hidden layers as,

11. ca = k × P // k is random integer

12. cb = d2 + k × Pu(SK )

13. c2 = {ca, cb}

14. End for

15. Obtain ciphertext (c) as,

16. c = {c1, c2}

17. Else

18. For d

19. Do steps (8-13)

20. End for

21. End if

21. End

output layer. The involvement of deep learning algorithm in

encryption improves the security level of data. In order to

preserve proof of ownership, data must be signed by the user

before outsourcing to the cloud environment. By using the

ECC algorithm, the digital signature is generated as follows,

At first, the hash value is generated for data to be signed as

HV = HASH (d) (8)

Then the digital signature is generated as,

Sign =
HV + Pr (SK ) .k2

k1
(9)

where k1 and k2 are random numbers. At each time data

modified or ownership is changed, the data must be signed

by the current owner of the data.

D. RELIABLE EVIDENCE COLLECTION BY BLOCKCHAIN

In the case of cyber-crimes, digital evidence is substantial

sources for investigation. The suspects can hide their data

in various areas of the IaaS cloud system and can delete

the evidence. The major challenging issue in the IaaS cloud

system is that data processing is distributed on a large scale of

computing resources. In addition, the cloud users have more

control than investigators which makes evidence collection

and preservation as a challenging issue. In order to defend

against all these issues, the proposed digital forensic system

uses SDN and blockchain technology to collect and preserve

the forensic evidence from the cloud. The evidence is stored

in blockchain under the control of the SDN controller. Some

significant definitions in cloud forensics are,

• Chain of Custody (CoC): It can be described as the

process of maintaining and documenting the sequential

history of handling data as digital evidence. In digi-

tal forensics, evidence can be passed through different

levels of hierarchy, i.e. from a first responder, investi-

gators (one or more), and judge. During this lifetime,

the evidence is handled by these temporary owners. Our

proposed work maintains CoC since each action taken

on evidence is stored in the blockchain.

• Proof of Ownership (PoO): In this work, PoO is

described as proof of current ownership in digital evi-

dence. Data can be controlled by many owners during

their lifetime. Whenever ownership of data has changed

then the data must be signed by the current owner to

preserve PoO in the cloud environment. In the proposed

system, PoO is preserved since the ownership change

also stored as the history of data in the blockchain.

• Smart contracts: It is a computer program that runs to

trace the history of data automatically. The smart con-

tract is activated and executed when the necessary con-

ditions are met. In this work, fuzzy rules are deployed to

optimize smart contracts.

• Data provenance: It records the history of ownership

and the process of the document throughout its lifecycle.

In other words, provenance is defined as the sequence of

records that show the actions made on the data. We pre-

serve data provenance with the support of blockchain,

i.e., in our work, each modification made on data is

stored in the blockchain and traced by FSC.

In the blockchain, which is the distributed ledger, the evi-

dence is storedwith the hash value. For hash value generation,

we propose the SHA-3 algorithm, which is better in terms

of security level. In SHA-3, the hash value for each block is

computed as follows,

Hash = sponge[g, pad, q](T ,L) (10)

Here hash value is generated for input, i.e., transaction (T )

with padding function pad , permutation function g, rate q,

and output length L. In the Merkle tree, the hash value is

generated at each time using the ‘sponge construction’ pro-

cess in SHA-3 as in Eq. (10) instead of using (SHA-256)2.

Adapting SHA-3 for hash computation brings many advan-

tages over the existing method in time consumption and

security level. Let consider, a userU1 stores data d1 at time t1
in cloud. Then the block is created for d1 and the hash value

is generated by SHA-3. From the time of block created,

each transaction, i.e., modification held on d1 is traced by

FSC deployed in the system. Each modification is stored as

evidence in blockchain and distributed among the peers in the

blockchain network. The log of evidence includes the user

ID who made a transaction on the data, IP address, access-

ing time and other hardware details (virtual machine logs,

deletion of file, etc.) of the evidence. For each modification
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held on data, the history of data is preserved as evidence in

the blockchain. The history of data may include provenance

records that define the modifications, ownership transfer and

other actions taken on data stored in the cloud environment.

In algorithm.3, the process of evidence collection is

explained. Here the evidence is collected and preserved in

blockchain for each data stored in the cloud. In addition, FSC

tracks and controls the accessibility of data stored by users in

the cloud environment.

Algorithm 3 Pseudocode for Evidence Collection

Input: user data

Output: digital evidence

1. Begin

2. For all Ui ∈ U

3. Create FSC for users

4. End for

5. For each data

6. U1 stores d1 in IaaS

7. Create block for d1
8. Compute Hash (d1) using Eq. (10)

9. Track d1 and update evidence

10. End for

11. For each transaction on d1
12. Store source IP, timestamp, action made,

transaction hash, VM server, etc.

13. If (Fuzzyrulesareviolated) //FSC

14. Generate report

15. Else

16. Do not generate the report

17. End if

18. End for

19. End

In this work, smart contracts are deployed to report the

actions to a cloud server when it satisfies a fuzzy rule, which

is also included as an evidence log in the blockchain. Many

authorized users can access the data stored in the cloud

environment. In this work, smart contracts are derived by

fuzzy logic that works upon a sensitivity level of data. The

smart contract is executed using fuzzy rules deployed in the

system.

In Fig. 4, a pictorial representation of FSC is illustrated.

The involvement of FSC traces all significant actionsmade on

the data stored in the cloud server. Thus, all reliable evidence

of data stored in the cloud server is collected, and the integrity

of evidence is preserved in our proposed forensic architecture

using blockchain technology.

In Table 1, the fuzzy rules deployed in FSC are depicted.

Based on these rules, the report is generated and stored as an

evidence log.

The past risk is defined as the data alteration made in previ-

ous access. If the past risk is low and the data is non-sensitive,

then the access evidence log is ignored, and the report is not

generated. Otherwise, the generated report is considered as

significant evidence and stored in the blockchain.

FIGURE 4. Proposed FSC.

TABLE 1. Fuzzy rules for FSC.

E. CLOUD FORENSIC INVESTIGATION

When a cyber-crime is identified, then the authorized inves-

tigator (polices, lawyers) must analyze the digital evidence

regarding that crime. Before the investigation, the investigator

is also authenticated by AS. For example, if a suspect check-

in a hotel then her/his details are stored in a hotel database.

The suspect is expected to hack the database to remove her/his

check-in histories, i.e., attempted to trash the digital evidence.

In such a case, our proposed forensic architecture will sup-

port effectively since all evidence logs are maintained in the

blockchain, which is a distributed ledger. In addition, she/he

must pass the strong authentication before entering into the

system. In the view of the investigator, the following steps

are to be followed for evidence analysis.

1) EVIDENCE IDENTIFICATION

In a digital forensic investigation, the first step is to identify

the potential evidence source which has reliable evidence.

So the investigator must get appropriate permission from

legal authorities.
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TABLE 2. Sample evidence with attributes.

2) EVIDENCE ACQUISITION

With approval from a legal authority, the investigator can

collect all evidence logs from the blockchain. In this research

work, the evidence log contains both user credentials and

hardware-oriented evidence. In this stage, the investigator

must follow judicial constraints without violating SLA agree-

ments.

3) EVIDENCE ANALYSIS

Then the investigator analyzes entire evidence logs to gen-

erate a report regarding digital evidence. For better analysis,

LGoE is proposed in this paper. LGoE is constructed upon

the evidence with corresponding log attributes. For the same

example, the suspect check-in a hotel, the check-in history,

i.e., initial data is uploaded to cloud by hotel administration,

i.e., authorized user. At this time, the evidence is created

at blockchain with all log attributes (source IP, timestamp,

action made, transaction hash, VM server, OFS ID, etc.)

Let consider, at t2 administrator updated the check-in his-

tory of suspect. Then the next log is updated in a correspond-

ing block with log attributes. Likewise, when the suspect

attempts to hack this data or delete this data from the cloud,

this event is also considered to be evidence and updated in the

corresponding block. For LGoE construction, the investigator

has to perform the following processes:

• Order the evidence sequentially based on the timestamp

• Initialize all evidence with its log attributes

• Construct LGoE based on evidence sequence and log

attributes

The sample evidence set is illustrated in Table II with

attributes. By using this data, LGoE can be built as in Fig. 5.

From, LGoE, the investigator can see that the evidence is

edited (modified) by the suspect (UX ). But the location and

IP addresses differ from the authorized user.

4) EVIDENCE REPORTING

In the evidence analysis stage, all evidence present in LGoE

is validated through the digital signature, which is maintained

along with data and hash value. In our proposed work, data

must be signed before outsourcing to the cloud. Thus, when

an attacker modifies this data, then the attacker must produce

a digital signature.

The hash value of the current transaction is stored in

blockchain for all evidence. The root value of the Merkle

tree in a block must be matched with the hash value of data

FIGURE 5. LGoE for evidence analysis.

stored in the cloud. Based on these analyses, the investigator

prepares a report to submit it as digital evidence to the court.

Algorithm.4 explains the evidence collection process from

acquisition until submission to the court.

Therefore, our proposed digital forensic architecture using

SDN and blockchain technology supports reliable evidence

collection from the cloud environment. The involvement of

a strong authentication process prevents unauthorized users

to access the cloud environment, whereas sensitivity aware

encryption process strengthens the security level of data.

Utilizing blockchain and SDN for evidence collection is an

intellectual solution for distributed evidence preservation.

Our proposed forensic architecture supports the entire inves-

tigation from evidence collection until evidence reporting to

the court.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we experimentally analyze proposed forensic

architecture with prior research work according to perfor-

mance metrics. In this section, we first introduce our simu-

lation environment then compare our proposed work with the

previous centralized log collection method.

A. SIMULATION SETUP

We configure our proposed forensic architecture in a com-

bined simulation platform. We implemented the IaaS cloud
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Algorithm 4 Pseudocode for Forensic Investigation

Input: Evidence

Output: LGoE

1. Begin

2. Authenticate investigator by SVRA scheme

3. Identify evidence regarding case

4. Collect evidence from blockchain as

{ Evidence ID, Timestamp, Source IP, Useruploaded,

User accessed, Action, TxHash, BlockHash,

Location, VM server, OFS ID }

5. Plot LGoE using evidence attributes

6. For all evidence

7. Verify {BlockHash&&SourceIP}

8. If (Verification = True)

9. Verify the signature //Evidence validation

10. If (Signatureisvalid)

11. Prepare Valid Evidence

12. Else

13. Prepare Invalid Evidence

14. End if

15. End if

16. End for

17. Prepare the digital evidence and submit it to the court

18. End

environment in java platform using CloudSim. For data stored

in the IaaS cloud, blockchain is created in Java as in [42]. For

developing Java programs, NetBeans IDE is used.

All the experiments are simulated on Intel Core i7 CPU

2.80 GHz, 16 GB memory, and 128 GB SSD on Ubuntu OS.

Further, the cloud and blockchain environment is integrated

with the network simulator version.3 (ns-3) simulator, which

is dedicated to SDN network simulation. The output obtained

from the Java platform (in JAR format) is combined with ns-

3 to obtain full-fledged simulation.

In Table 3, we provide the simulation tools used in our

with their purpose. Entire work is supported by the Ubuntu

operating system.

TABLE 3. Simulation tools we have used.

In Table 4, the significant simulation parameters consid-

ered to implement our forensic architecture is explained.

Before getting into the analysis, we provide a practical use

case of the proposed forensic system.

In Fig. 6(a), the simulation environment of proposed

forensic architecture in ns-3.26 is shown. This screenshot

illustrates the secret key generation and SDN simulation.

In Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c), the analysis of blockchain is

TABLE 4. Simulation settings.

illustrated. Miner is deployed for validating the blockchain

and the Proof-of-Work concept is used. For every data stored

by the user in the cloud environment, a corresponding block

is created, and the hash values are stored.

1) USE CASE OF PROPOSED FORENSIC DFeSB

ARCHITECTURE

IaaS is a highly-scalable cloud environment that can be

utilized by any growing organization. Our proposed digital

forensic architecture in the IaaS cloud environment can be

applicable to many real-world applications. Here we analyze

one use case of proposed work in crime detection applica-

tions. Let us consider some hotels which maintain their data

(including guest register, finance detail, maintenance details,

staff register, and surveillance data) in the IaaS cloud. As per

our work, all data are encrypted based on the sensitivity level

of data before outsourced the cloud. Besides, the admins of

each hotel must be registered with AS. Evidence for all data

stored in the cloud environment are collected by the SDN

controller and maintained at blockchain. Further, each admin

can trace its data via FSC.

The illustration of the proposed use case is depicted

in Fig. 7. Consider a criminal stayed at hotel A for a couple of

days. Then the details about the suspect can be found in the

guest register of hotel A. Furthermore, the data collected from

surveillance cameras also will have footage of the suspect in

the hotel. This might be helpful for investigators to track the

suspect as quickly as possible. Each modification made on

guest register and surveillance data is collected as evidence

in the blockchain. Without our efficient forensic architec-

ture, the suspect can delete or modify the guest register and
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FIGURE 6. (a) Simulation environment of proposed forensic architecture
created in ns-3.26. (b) Blockchain created in java. (c) Blockchain analysis.

surveillance data stored in the cloud. However, with our

proposed forensic architecture, all evidence is stored in the

blockchain, which is a distributed ledger. Also, we collect

the VM logs as evidence in the blockchain. Thus even if the

suspect modifies the data in the cloud, the investigator can

collect the evidence from the blockchain. Plotting LGoE for

the collected evidence log will show if there is any varia-

tions are presented among the evidence. From the evidence

collected from blockchain, the investigator can transfer the

digital evidence with CoC to court.

B. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

In this subsection, we compare our proposed forensic archi-

tecture with the existing CFLOG [40] method, which is

intended to collect digital evidence securely. The signifi-

cant difference between proposed forensic architecture and

FIGURE 7. Use case digital forensic in crime investigation.

CFLOG is that CFLOG collects and stores evidence in a

centralized manner under CSP. This introduces many prob-

lems, as stated in section III. To overwhelm these challenges,

we proposed a novel forensic architecture by using SDN and

blockchain technology, which collects and preserves digital

evidence securely.

1) ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE TIME

Response time is the time taken by the users to receive the

response for the requested data. This metric is validated based

on the number of users involved in the forensic system.

In other words, response time is defined as the time taken by

the forensic system to respond to the users with the required

evidence or data.

In Fig. 8, we compare the response time of the proposed

SDN-blockchain based forensic system with the existing

CFLOG system, which is centralized architecture. In both

works, response time is gradually increased with the increase

in the number of users since the number of requests from

users is increased with the increase in the number of users.

However, even with an increased number of users proposed

digital forensic system responds quickly for user requests.

The involvement of SDN technology increases scalability,

i.e. supports the huge number of users simultaneously. Thus

any cloud user can be connected immediately with the cloud

server and can retrieve requested data immediately. Likewise,

the investigator can collect evidence from the blockchain

without a time delay from the SDN controller.

Thus proposed forensic architecture minimizes response

time. In CFLOG, both data storage and evidence collec-

tion are performed by CSP in a centralized manner, which

increases response time in the presence of a huge number

of users. In the presence of 100 users, the CFLOG system
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of response time.

requires 100ms to respond whereas the proposed digital

forensic system takes 75ms for the same number of users.

Thus proposed digital forensic system achieves 25% better

results than the CFLOG system.

2) ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE INSERTION TIME

Evidence insertion time is defined as the time taken to insert

(or) create the digital evidence for data stored in the cloud

server. In ourwork, it can be described as the time taken by the

SDN controller to create evidence for the data stored in CSP.

In Fig. 9, evidence insertion time is evaluated with respect

to number users. When the number of users is increased, then

the amount of data to be stored and the number of evidence

to be created is also increased. Thus in both works, evidence

insertion time is increased with an increase in the number of

users. In the CFLOG method, all evidence is collected and

stored in a centralized manner under the control of CSP. Thus

centralized evidence collection process increases evidence

insertion time. Also, in our work, we preserve the history

FIGURE 9. Comparison of evidence insertion time.

of data, i.e., each modification held on data is considered as

evidence and inserted in the blockchain. However, evidence

creation and preservation processes are being performed by

the SDN controller without the involvement of CSP. Thus evi-

dence insertion in blockchain minimizes time consumption

compared to previous work.

3) ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE VERIFICATION TIME

Evidence verification time is defined as the time taken by an

investigator to collect and verify the digital evidence from

the blockchain. During the investigation, the investigator

must collect and verify the digital evidence. For an efficient

forensic system, evidence verification time must be as low as

possible.

In Fig. 10, evidence verification time required in the

CFLOG method and the proposed forensic method is com-

pared. The proposed digital forensic system attains minimum

evidence verification time. In the CFLOG method, the inves-

tigator must access CSP for evidence collection and verifica-

tion is performed in the traditional method. However, in the

proposed work, the investigator aggregates all evidence from

the controller instead of CSP. Also, evidence verification is

performed by constructing LGoE for better analysis. Besides,

we proposed SHA-3 based hash computation to preserve

the integrity of evidence without an increase in time con-

sumption. Therefore, we achieve evidence integrity within

minimum time consumption during evidence verification.

FIGURE 10. Comparison of evidence verification time.

In the presence of 10 users, 62ms is required in CFLOG

to collect in verify the digital evidence while only 37ms is

required in proposed digital forensics DFeSB, i.e., our system

minimizes nearly 50% of verification time.

4) ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEAD

Communication overhead measures the amount of bandwidth

spent to perform a specific task (data upload, read, edit,

evidence creation, verification) in the forensic system.
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FIGURE 11. Comparison in computational overhead.

In Fig. 11, the comparison of computational overhead is

made with respect to the number of users. Here in com-

putational overhead is increased with an increase in the

number of users since the amount of data to be processed

is also increased. In the absence of blockchain technology,

the computational overhead is increased due to centralized

system management. In CFLOG, all data processing and evi-

dence processing are carried out in CSP, which increases the

overhead.

However, in the proposed forensic system, evidence

processing (collection, hash computation, preservation) is

held on the SDN controller, which minimizes overall compu-

tational overhead. In addition, the involvement of SDN tech-

nology improves scalability without an increase in overhead.

Thus for ten cloud users, proposed digital forensic archi-

tecture introduces 7KB of overhead, whereas the CFLOG

system requires 10KB of overhead.

5) ANALYSIS OF THE TOTAL CHANGE RATE

The total change rate is defined as the ratio between the num-

ber of modified evidence and the number of total evidence

maintained in the forensic system.

In Fig. 12, we compare the total change rate of our pro-

posed work with the previous CFLOG system. The total

change rate increases whenever a malicious user modifies

the evidence in order to demolish the digital evidence. For

an efficient forensic system, the collected evidence must be

reliable, and the integrity of evidence should be ensured.

In the proposed forensic system, all evidence and data from

unauthorized users are denied since it allows only authorized

users. Furthermore, we preserve the integrity of evidence by

using blockchain technology based on the SHA-3 algorithm.

Our results show that 10% of the evidence is modified

in the proposed forensic system. However, this modification

is also recorded as evidence in blockchain since we assure

integrity, CoC, and PoO for evidence. In CFLOG method,

nearly 60% of evidence are modified due to (i) centralized

architecture since the CSP can be malicious, (ii) single node

FIGURE 12. Comparison of the total change rate.

failure (attacker only needs to crack CSP), (iii) no integrity is

preserved, and (iv) involvement of unauthorized user access.

We overwhelm all problems with the support of SDN and

blockchain technology, which minimize the total change rate

of the system.

In Table 5, average results obtained by the CFLOGmethod

and the proposed forensic system are compared with respect

to performance metrics. Here we can see that the proposed

digital forensic DFeSB architecture has an improvement in

each metric.

TABLE 5. Comparative analysis.

6) EFFICIENCY OF SA-DECC WITH HSO ALGORITHM

In blockchain technology, the ECC algorithm is convention-

ally used for digital signature. However, it involves many

problems in key generation, encryption, and decryption.

In order to improvise the traditional ECC algorithm, we pro-

posed the SA-DECC algorithm with the HSO algorithm for

key generation. Thus we analyze our proposed SA-DECC

algorithmwith the HSO algorithm against the Paillier encryp-

tion algorithm proposed for blockchain technology [16].

From Fig. 13 to Fig. 15, the analysis of the proposed

SA-DECC algorithm is presented. In [16], the Paillier encryp-

tion algorithm is proposed for secure blockchain architecture.

However, the Paillier encryption scheme increases key gen-

eration time, encryption time, and decryption time rapidly.

The involvement of large homomorphic computations in the

Paillier scheme increases time consumption.
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FIGURE 13. Analysis of key generation time.

FIGURE 14. Analysis of encryption time.

FIGURE 15. Analysis of decryption time.

However, in cloud environment data encryption is sig-

nificant since there will be numerous users involved.

In the Paillier algorithm, 500ms is averagely taken for

key generation. Similarly, encryption and decryption also

require considerable time constraints, which is not suitable

for the cloud environment.

However, in the proposed SA-DECC algorithm key gener-

ation time is reduced with the support of the HSO algorithm,

which has minimum convergence time. Likewise, the deep

architecture of the SA-DECC algorithm minimizes the time

required to perform encryption and decryption.

Therefore the proposed SA-ECC algorithm is better than

the conventional algorithm to improve security level without

an increase in time consumption.

7) EFFECTIVENESS OF SHA-3 ALGORITHM

In blockchain technology, (SHA-256)2 is used for hash gen-

eration. In our proposed forensic system, we have used the

SHA-3 algorithm for hash computation in order to improve

hash computation time and security level [48].

In Fig. 16, the hash computation time of proposed

SHA-3 with previous (SHA-256)2 algorithm. This analysis

shows that SHA-3 minimizes hash computation time to 16ms

for 100 users without loss in the security level. In general,

SHA-3 is better than SHA-256 against many security attacks,

such as length extension attacks. Thus the involvement of

SHA-3 based Merkle tree construction improves the security

level without an increase in time consumption.

FIGURE 16. Analysis of hash computation time.

Overall analysis shows that the proposed digital forensic

DFeSB architecture performs better than the existing CFLOG

system. The involvement of blockchain and SDN technology

improves system performance and scalability.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel digital forensic architecture is proposed

with SDN and blockchain technology to collect and preserve

reliable evidence from the IaaS cloud environment. All cloud

users are authenticated byASwith secure verification scheme

known as the SRVA scheme. For data security, the SA-DECC

algorithm is proposed. Before this, optimal keys are generated
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by the HSO algorithm. For each data stored in the cloud,

a block is created at the controller. In each block, SHA-3

based Merkle tree construction ensures the integrity of evi-

dence. All evidence is collected and CoC, PoO is preserved

by blockchain technology. In order to trace data activities,

FCS is deployed in the system. Finally, evidence analysis

is made simplified by using LGoE based analysis. Overall,

the forensic system is analyzed in a combined simulation

environment that includes java and ns-3.26. Experimental

evaluations show that proposed forensic architecture achieves

better results than the existing centralized forensic system.

In the future, we intend to introduce network forensic (within

SDN) along with cloud forensics in order to strengthen the

digital forensic system.

APPENDIX

Table 6 demonstrates the list of notations used to proposed

forensic architecture.

TABLE 6. Basic notations for system model.
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